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These amphibians exhibit a surprising array of forms, sizes, colors, and lifestyles, and make

interesting additions to the home terrarium Here is information on the natural history, feeding, health

care, and breeding of a wide range of native and exotic species.All titles in Barron's

profusely-illustrated  Complete Pet Owner's Manuals  introduce inexperienced and prospective pet

owners to the pleasures and duties of pet care. They also make ideal guides for older children

having their first experiences as animal caretakers. Attractively illustrated and filled with helpful

information,  Barron's Complete Pet Owner's Manuals  advise on purchasing, housing, feeding,

health care--and where applicable, grooming and training pets. Each book is individually written by

an expert--a trainer, breeder, veterinarian, or other animal specialist. These manuals cover every

popular dog and cat breed, as well as bird varieties, hamsters and other small caged animals, fish

varieties for aquarium hobbyists, terrarium pets, and even exotics, such as reptiles, amphibians, and

scorpions. All books have 70 or more color photos, and most also have instructive line illustrations.
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This book was helpful when I decided to keep a newt because I was able to find out what I could

feed it. It did not give information about a few of the species pictured in the book, but for a beginner

there is information about feeding and housing that is useful.

"Newts and Salamanders" has plenty of worthwhile information from a true expert, plus many



excellent photographs and great drawings. This book is the way it should be done. I have read

many animal care books over the years and this one is right on the mark. This book confirmed that

my two Tiger Salamanders are getting proper care but I also picked up a few hints regarding feeding

and cage decoration that will make it even better for them. I want to emphasize the quality of this

book, in the writing, the artistic choice of photographs, and the drawings sprinkled throughout the

book. The book actually FEELS good and uses high quality paper. This book is guaranteed a

permanent spot on my shelf of pet care books.

This is a small basic identification book with informative text and nice, clear photo illustrations of our

more common salamanders. I needed pictures of a particular salamander for a painting I'm working

in and this book had just what I needed. It us a good basic, beginners guide not overwhelming but

informative.

This book was helpful when I decided to keep a newt because I was able to find out what I could

feed it. It did not give information about a few of the species pictured in the book, but for a beginner

there is information about feeding and housing that is useful.
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